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The Sap Blue Book A Concise Business Guide To The World Of Sap
MDX (Multi-Dimensional eXpressions) is extraordinarily powerful, and is used for both self-service reporting and advanced analytics. If you
are going to do multi-dimensional analysis, you have to know MDX. MDX enables business users to perform analyses and generate reports
that are next to impossible in any other query language, such as SQL, or even in BEx queries. This is the complete guide to generating
effective reports and solving business problems using MDX in NetWeaver BW. First, the author introduces you to this extraordinarily powerful
query and calculation language for both advanced analytics and self-service reporting. With expert guidance, you'll explore the idiosyncrasies
of the MDX language and understand what object(s) each function takes as inputs and what they generate as outputs. Then, get an in-depth
look at self-service reporting and analytics with MDX and how well these tasks are accomplished depending in large part on the modeling of
InfoCubes. You'll find out about techniques for improving query response time, including use of the SAP NetWeaver BW Accelerator.Finally,
you'll also learn about the recent and substantial enhancements to the SAP NetWeaver BW MDX engine, the MDX-based OLAP BAPI, and
the OLAP Data Access (ODA) component in SAP BusinessObjects.
Thrive After GoLive! -- Overcome implementation mistakes -- Assess your SAP maturity and your users' skills -- Build and sustain a Center of
Excellence Breaking news: Implementing SAP doesn't help your business!--It's the actions taken after go-live that ensure continuous
success. Learn how to assess your SAP maturity, how to make business talk to IT (and vice versa), how to keep your end users happy, and
more. SAP Maturity Is your organization taking full advantage of SAP? Are your end users? In this book, you'll learn what it takes to find out.
Center of Excellence Learn how to establish an organization that maintains success with SAP: Discover roles, responsibilities, KPIs, and
more. Staffing and Outsourcing What resources do you need to be successful? How do you find providers that are worth your money? How
do you keep them motivated? Find the answers here. Measure Success Did your processes actually improve after go-live? By how much?
Define indicators and measure performance to understand what you've gained. Michael Doane knows more about what happens when SAP
gets implemented than anyone outside of SAP, and many inside. Follow his advice and thrive.- Joshua Greenbaum, Enterprise Applications
Consulting Michael Doane has a knack for breaking the complexities of SAP into simple, elemental models for gaining business benefit. His
books comprise your go-to guide for SAP success. - Jon Reed, JonERP.com
Suitable as a reference before starting your next SAP implementation project, this title comes with a preview of what to expect, what
questions to ask, and when to take which steps. It also includes: Project requirements; SAP implementation method; Logistical tasks; System
integration and contracting; Project planning; and, Work stream model.
Gain a better understanding of implementing SAP S/4HANA-based digital transformations. This book helps you understand the various
components involved in the planning and execution of successful SAP S/4HANA projects. Learn how to ensure success by building a solid
business case for SAP S/4HANA up front and track business value generated throughout the implementation. Implementing SAP S/4HANA
provides a framework for planning and executing SAP S/4HANA projects by articulating the implementation approach used by different
components in SAP S/4HANA implementations. Whether you are mid-way through the SAP S/4HANA program or about to embark on it, this
book will help you throughout the journey. If you are looking for answers on why SAP S/4HANA requires special considerations as compared
to a traditional SAP implementation, this book is for you. What You Will Learn Understand various components of your SAP S/4HANA project
Forecast and track your success throughout the SAP S/4HANA implementation Build a solid business case for your SAP S/4HANA program
Discover how the implementation approach varies across these components Who This Book Is For SAP S/4HANA clients (line managers and
consultants).
Do you need to learn SAP for your day-to-day work? Get the detailed steps and screenshots that walk you through the processes you need to
do your job. Get comfortable with logging on to and navigating the system, maintaining your data, creating reports, printing, and so much
more. Whether youre entering data, automating tasks, or building your foundational knowledge of the SAP system, this book has your back.

Includes: Election returns, 1969-1970-1977-1978.
The New York Times and USA Today bestseller! "...a hauntingly atmospheric love letter to the first mobile library in
Kentucky and the fierce, brave packhorse librarians who wove their way from shack to shack dispensing literacy, hope,
and — just as importantly — a compassionate human connection."—Sara Gruen, author of Water for Elephants The
hardscrabble folks of Troublesome Creek have to scrap for everything—everything except books, that is. Thanks to
Roosevelt's Kentucky Pack Horse Library Project, Troublesome's got its very own traveling librarian, Cussy Mary Carter.
Cussy's not only a book woman, however, she's also the last of her kind, her skin a shade of blue unlike most anyone
else. Not everyone is keen on Cussy's family or the Library Project, and a Blue is often blamed for any whiff of trouble. If
Cussy wants to bring the joy of books to the hill folks, she's going to have to confront prejudice as old as the Appalachias
and suspicion as deep as the holler. Inspired by the true blue-skinned people of Kentucky and the brave and dedicated
Kentucky Pack Horse library service of the 1930s, The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek is a story of raw courage,
fierce strength, and one woman's belief that books can carry us anywhere—even back home. Additional Praise for The
Book Woman of Troublesome Creek: "A unique story about Appalachia and the healing power of the written
word."—Kirkus "A timeless and significant tale about poverty, intolerance and how books can bring hope and light to even
the darkest pocket of history."—Karen Abbott, New York Times bestselling author of Liar Temptress Soldier Spy
"Emotionally resonant and unforgettable, The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek is a lush love letter to the redemptive
power of books."—Joshilyn Jackson, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of The Almost Sisters
When designing your global SAP systems, you must consider the key question of whether you should implement one
global system or several distributed local systems. This book helps you to make a sound decision and successfully
implement the most appropriate system architecture. In this book, you'll learn about the business process challenges
faced by a global enterprise, and you'll explore the technical requirements for carrying out global implementation projects.
All relevant subject areas are covered, including the many different requirements global systems must meet, factors
influencing the architecture, and available architecture options. In addition, you'll find valuable information and best
practices on how to optimally map system topologies through IT. Extensive customer examples and an invaluable
decision matrix serve to round off this comprehensive guide.
This guide provides information for companies on how to plan and organize a SAP implementation. It includes examples
of both new and existing SAP customer sites which offer tried and proven approaches, scripts and tools to save time and
money.
The best-selling book on SAP S/4HANA migration is back! Dive into this complete guide to SAP S/4HANA migrations
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paths, processes, and tools. Start with the basics: explore prerequisites for migration and learn about the on-premise,
cloud, and hybrid operating models. Then get to know each migration path: brownfield, greenfield, or selective data
transition. Understand the steps you'll take as you plan, prepare, and perform your migration, for any implementation
path you choose. Your SAP S/4HANA migration starts today! 1) Your guide to SAP S/4HANA migration and
implementation projects 2) Planning, preparation, implementation: find the information you need for each project phase 3)
Detailed instructions for brownfield and greenfield scenarios 4) 2nd edition, updated and expanded a. Migration Paths
Cloud, on-premise, or hybrid? Brownfield, greenfield, or selective data transition? Explore your migration options and
then tailor your path to a successful migration. b. Processes Walk through each migration method with expert advice,
instructions, and screenshots for system conversions, new implementations, and more. c. Tools Master the tools of the
trade: SAP S/4HANA migration cockpit, SAP S/4HANA migration object modeler, and a survey of the latest migration and
modeling tools. 1) Cloud, on-premise, and hybrid scenarios 2) System conversion 3) New implementation 4) Data
migration 5) Selective data transition 6) SAP S/4HANA Cloud 7) SAP Activate 8) Migration object modeler 9) Migration
cockpit 10) Rapid data migration
This book provides project managers and project team members with comprehensive information on upgrade projects to SAP ERP 6.0. You ll
learn everything you need to decide whether an upgrade is the right option for your organization, and you ll find all information necessary to
prepare, manage, and execute an upgrade project, while avoiding costly mistakes. After explaining the SAP tools and services for
determining the value of an upgrade, the author details the tasks of the individual project phases. You ll explore how to schedule the project,
and how to estimate costs and risks. You ll also learn how to build the project team and organize test cycles, plus, how to plan for a smooth
cutover. And, of course, upgrade execution is also dealt with extensively: Managing the system landscape while minimizing downtime
shouldn t give you much trouble after reading this book. In addition, SAP Solution Manager, the technical upgrade tools, testing tools,
services and more are covered in a separate tools chapter. This invaluable resource is nicely complemented by a collection of detailed
customer case studies.
Explore and use the agile techniques of SAP Activate Framework in your SAP Projects. About This Book Explore the three pillars of SAP
Activate and see how it works in different scenario. Understand and Implement Agile and Scrum concepts in SAP Activate. Get to Grisp with
SAP Activate framework and manage your SAP projects effectively. Who This Book Is For This book is for readers who want to understand
the working of SAP Activate and use it to manage SAP projects. Prior knowledge of SAP Hana is must. What You Will Learn Understand the
fundamentals of SAP S4/HANA. Get familiar with the structure and characteristics of SAP Activate. Explore the application scenarios of SAP
Activate. Use Agile and Scrum in SAP Projects effectively and efficiently Implement your learning into a sample project to explore and
understand the benefits of SAP Activate methodology. In Detail It has been a general observation that most SAP consultants and
professionals are used to the conventional waterfall methodology. Traditionally, this method has been there for ages and we all grew up
learning about it and started practicing it in real world. The evolution of agile methodology has revolutionized the way we manage our projects
and businesses. SAP Activate is an innovative, next generation business suite that allows producing working deliverables straight away.
Manage your SAP Project with SAP Activate, will take your learning to the next level. The book promises to make you understand and
practice the SAP Activate Framework. The focus is to take you on a journey of all the phases of SAP Activate methodology and make you
understand all the phases with real time project examples. The author explains how SAP Activate methodology can be used through realworld use cases, with a comprehensive discussion on Agile and Scrum, in the context of SAP Project. You will get familiar with SAP S4HANA
which is an incredibly innovative platform for businesses which can store business data, interpret it, analyze it, process it in real time, and use
it when it's needed depending upon the business requirement. Style and approach An easy to follow approach with concepts explained via
scenarios and project examples
A little tree, guided by her family circle and forest friends, can’t wait to grow tall and strong Little Sap can’t wait to grow tall and strong just
like her mother and touch the sky. But growing takes time. Luckily for Little Sap, she has her family circle close by and a forest of friends,
above and below ground, to help guide her up.
Since SAP R/3 exploded on the North American scene in 1993, the SAP consulting market has been phenomenal. As the market moves into
a mature phase, SAP consultants need new strategies and tactics to further their careers. In this eagerly-awaited handbook, the authors - an
SAP practice director and an SAP recruiter - combine forces to offer in-depth advice on everything from how to get a start in SAP consulting
to balancing multiple job offers. This book is a must for anyone involved in the field of SAP consulting.
In today's competitive business environment, most companies realize that the better they can manage their customer relationships, the more
successful they will become. Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software systems are key tools for companies to manage the
customer-facing processes of their businesses. However, many companies have resisted implementing this most critical customer-oriented
application due in large part to the lack of a single-point resource on implementing a CRM system. This book attempts to fill that gap.
Implementing SAP® CRM will help technologists and managers come to grips with the vision, concept, and technology of CRM. It begins by
laying out the groundwork for understanding CRM. It explains the concept and context of CRM and the tangible business benefits of CRM
adoption. Demonstrating a professional approach to the evaluation and selection of SAP, it details the critical success factors (CSFs),
patterns, and anti-patterns of a successful SAP CRM implementation. CRM implementations can add significant benefit to the company’s
bottom line only if the company first transforms itself into a customer-centric and customer-responsive enterprise. This book explains what it
means to be a customer-centric and responsive enterprise, and provides a framework for business operations based on customer
relationships, rather than the traditional four Ps (product, positioning, price, promotion). It further spells out business process reengineering
(BPR) strategies to configure internal business processes and operations with SAP CRM to improve customer-facing strategies, services,
and relationships.

A leadership and career manifesto told through the narrative of one of today’s most inspiring, admired, and successful global
leaders. In Winners Dream, Bill McDermott—the CEO of the world’s largest business software company, SAP—chronicles how
relentless optimism, hard work, and disciplined execution embolden people and equip organizations to achieve audacious goals.
Growing up in working-class Long Island, a sixteen-year-old Bill traded three hourly wage jobs to buy a small deli, which he ran by
instinctively applying ideas that would be the seeds for his future success. After paying for and graduating college, Bill talked his
way into a job selling copiers door-to-door for Xerox, where he went on to rank number one in every sales position he held and
eventually became the company’s youngest-ever corporate officer. Eventually, Bill left Xerox and in 2002 became the unlikely
president of SAP’s flailing American business unit. There, he injected enthusiasm and accountability into the demoralized culture
by scaling his deli, sales, and management strategies. In 2010, Bill was named co-CEO, and in May 2014 became SAP’s sole,
and first non-European, CEO. Colorful and fast-paced, Bill’s anecdotes contain effective takeaways: gutsy career moves;
empathetic sales strategies; incentives that yield exceptional team performance; and proof of the competitive advantages of
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optimism and hard work. At the heart of Bill’s story is a blueprint for success and the knowledge that the real dream is the journey,
not a preconceived destination.
Deals with computers/software. Learn the most efficient ways to implement SAP-related change in your organization. Understand
the unique challenges of change in an SAP environment and avoid problems before they occur. Learn strategies for successfully
conquering each phase of your SAP implementation.
SAP HANA is the SAP product for in-memory computing. It streamlines transactions, analytics, planning, and data processing on a
single in-memory database allowing businesses to operate in real-time. Over the course of the last few years, the authors have led
many diverse SAP HANA projects with extraordinary success resulting in 10,000, or in some cases even 100,000, times
improvement of system performance. In this book, the authors share their findings from SAP HANA projects to help ensure the
success of your SAP HANA project. The SAP HANA project guide will also help you identify suitable scenarios for your company
to get started with in-memory computing, while sketching out a long term plan to provide innovation to your entire business using
SAP HANA. We’ll cover the following key topics: - Delivering innovation with SAP HANA - Creating a business case for SAP
HANA - Thinking in-memory - Managing SAP HANA projects
The SAP Blue BookA Concise Business Guide to the World of SAPDoane AssociatesThe New SAP Blue BookA Concise
Business Guide to the World of SAPThe SAP Green BookA Business Guide for Effectively Managing the SAP LifecycleSAP
PRESS
A new edition of the blockbuster book that revealed the top-secret findings of the US government about UFOs. Throughout the
1950s and 1960s, while publicly dismissing the existence of UFOs, the United States Air Force was engaged in a secret program
for evaluating every report of unidentified flying objects. Under the code name, Project Blue Book, the Air Force analyzed over
13,000 incidents. The goal of this enterprise was threefold: To determine the cause for each UFO sighting, to assess the security
threat for each incident, and to determine how the United States could obtain or create the technology used by UFOs. This book,
based on secret files obtained through the Freedom of Information Act, includes accounts of seven of the most important USAF
enquiries-- among them the story of the nights the White House was buzzed by UFOs, the mystery of the Lubbock Lights, the full
story of Captain Mantell--Ufology's first martyr, and the startling conversion of the prominent astronomer, J. Alan Hynek from UFO
skeptic to believer. This is startling and fascinating book that uncovers not only the anatomy of a government cover-up, but also
provides stark and chilling evidence that we are not alone. It is all here, government documents, the testimony of scientists, the
military, pilots and citizens all over the country who have witnessed UFOS.
SAP S/4HANA is here, and the stakes are high. Get your project right with this guide to SAP Activate! Understand the road ahead:
What are the phases of SAP Activate? Which activities happen when? Start by setting up a working system, then walk through
guided configuration, and learn how to deploy SAP S/4HANA in your landscape: on-premise, cloud, or hybrid. Take advantage of
SAP Activate's agile methodology, and get the guidance you need for a smooth and successful go-live! In this book, you'll learn
about: a. Foundations Get up to speed with SAP Activate. Learn about key concepts like fit-to-standard and fit/gap analysis,
understand the methodology, and walk through the key phases of project management. b. Tools and Technologies Open up your
SAP Activate toolkit. See how to access SAP Activate content with SAP Best Practices Explorer, SAP Solution Manager, and
more. Then, use SAP Best Practices and SAP Model Company to set up a working system for your workshops. c. Deployment
Deploy SAP S/4HANA, step by step. Follow detailed instructions to plan, prepare for, and execute your on-premise or cloud
deployment activities according to SAP Activate. Walk through key scenarios for a hybrid implementation of SAP S/4HANA in your
landscape. Highlights Include: 1) Deployment 2) Guided configuration 3) Agile project delivery 4) SAP Best Practices 5) SAP
Model Company 6) Organizational change management 7) SAP S/4HANA 8) SAP S/4HANA Cloud 9) Hybrid landscapes 10)
C_ACTIVATE05 certification
Managing Business with SAP: Planning, Implementation and Evaluation is important to all IT managers as it addresses the
reasons why many ERP systems fail, and how IT managers can improve the rate of successful implementation.
Provides an overview to the exam's topics, including a "Need toKnow" list that identifies areas that must be understoodin-depth.
Includes exercises that can be performed, usually with a smalltest BW server. Contains practice test questions that assess the
readersknowledge of the current exam topics. Serves as a complement to the classroom training provided bySAP.
Enter the fast-paced world of SAP HANA 2.0 with this introductory guide. Begin with an exploration of the technological backbone
of SAP HANA as a database and platform. Then, step into key SAP HANA user roles and discover core capabilities for
administration, application development, advanced analytics, security, data integration, and more. No matter how SAP HANA 2.0
fits into your business, this book is your starting point. In this book, you'll learn about: a. Technology Discover what makes an inmemory database platform. Learn about SAP HANA's journey from version 1.0 to 2.0, take a tour of your technology options, and
walk through deployment scenarios and implementation requirements. b. Tools Unpack your SAP HANA toolkit. See essential
tools in action, from SAP HANA cockpit and SAP HANA studio, to the SAP HANA Predictive Analytics Library and SAP HANA
smart data integration. c. Key Roles Understand how to use SAP HANA as a developer, administrator, data scientist, data center
architect, and more. Explore key tasks like backend programming with SQLScript, security setup with roles and authorizations,
data integration with the SAP HANA Data Management Suite, and more. Highlights include: 1) Architecture 2) Administration 3)
Application development 4) Analytics 5) Security 6) Data integration 7) Data architecture 8) Data center
This book presents SAP Next-Gen, an innovation community for SAP Leonardo. It is intended for next generation business
leaders, Chief Digital Officers, Chief Innovation Officers, Chief Information Officers and IT professionals who are defining the
vision, strategy, technologies and organizational changes needed to drive their exponential enterprise and to innovate with
purpose. The book opens with an introduction to turning bold ideas into reality with a purpose-driven mindset supporting the 17
United Nations Global Goals. Part 1 focuses on what’s at stake including Digital - The New Normal, Exponential Growth, and
Innovation in the 21st century. Part 2 introduces readers to the SAP Next-Gen matchmaking model, and readers are invited to join
SAP Next-Gen clubs for industries, technologies, and methodologies. Readers also learn about the Silicon Valleys of the world,
make vs. buy vs. join, and where to learn more and get engaged with SAP Next-Gen. SAP Next-Gen is an innovation community
for SAP Leonardo supporting SAP’s 355,000+ customers across 25 industries in 180+ countries. SAP Next-Gen enables
customers and partners to connect with academic thought leaders, researchers, and students in the SAP Next-Gen network of
3,200+ educational institutions across 111 countries worldwide, as well as with startups, tech community partners, venture firms,
purpose driven partners, and SAP experts.
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